
Investigation of the Hungarian Late Miocene floras started as late as the mid-20th century. This was partly due to the fact
that Late Neogene and Quaternary sediments were often unexposed and geological age determinations were still imprecise
or missing at all. The sporadic occurrence of the often poorly preserved fossil remains provided a rather incomplete fossil
spectrum that was not suitable for a detailed flora and vegetation reconstruction. The intense collecting activities through
the past decades and higher stratigraphic resolution of the Upper Miocene sedimentary structures achieved by recent geo-
logical research provided the basis for a detailed analysis of the late Miocene flora and vegetation and climatic implications
in the form of a monograph.

In addition to the significant collections compiled recently, all the relevant, already existing fossil plant collections
served as a basis for the study, i.e. collections stored in the Hungarian Natural History Museum (BP), Hungarian Geological
and Geophysical Institute (BK), Savaria Museum (SAMU),  Mátra Museum (MM) and Bakony Museum (ZIRC) housing
altogether nearly ten thousand relevant specimens. The majority of the specimens are inventoried; inventory numbers and
the official acronyms of collections are indicated respectively: BP, BK, SAMU, MM, ZIRC. 

Nearly 90% of the collections discussed by the current study have not been subjected to scientific studies formerly. Thus,
most of the taxonomical work was accomplished in the scope of this monograph whereas the relatively few number of spec-
imens identified earlier were reinvestigated. The low number of the previously studied and identified specimens in the col-
lections is even more conspicuous if the high number of publications based on these specimens is taken into account (see
Historical survey). These works are frequently based on a single or a couple of specimens and often provide lists of taxa
without proper documentation. The taxa listed in this way, without any reference of figures or inventory numbers are
unidentifiable in the collections and these required reinvestigation.

The monograph is divided into a geological introduction and a systematic part, which gives a documentation of the plant
taxa occurring at the late Miocene localities. Since several taxa are shared by the localities and it would be effluent to repeat
them, just one description is given in the systematic part. Therefore, in chapter "Localities" the flora lists are given to the
geological descriptions followed by flora, vegetation and environment reconstructions. In addition to the significant assem-
blages individual findings are also reported in order to have a more complete spectrum of plant life during this time slice.
Documentation by means of figures forms essential part of palaeontological monographs. Taxa are documented mainly by
photos; however in several cases drawings help a better recognition of the fossils.
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